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The first-order approximation to the solution of the Boltzmann--Curtiss transport equation is derived. The
resulting distribution function treats the rotation or gyration of spherical particles as an independent classical
variable, deviating from the quantum mechanical treatment of molecular rotation found in the Wang
Chang-Uhlenbeck equation.
Physics authors/titles "new" - arXiv
In the physics of wave propagation, a plane wave (also spelled planewave) is a wave whose wavefronts
(surfaces of constant phase) are infinite parallel planes.Mathematically a plane wave takes the form (â†’,) =
(â†’ â‹… â†’ âˆ’)in which the arbitrary (scalar or vector) function gives the variation of the wave's amplitude,
and the fixed unit vector | â†’ | = is the wave's direction of propagation.
Plane wave - Wikipedia
See how light knocks electrons off a metal target, and recreate the experiment that spawned the field of
quantum mechanics. Visualize and describe the photoelectric effect experiment. Correctly predict the results
of experiments of the photoelectric effect: e.g. how changing the intensity of light ...
Photoelectric Effect - Light | Quantum Mechanics | Photons
Diffraction refers to various phenomena that occur when a wave encounters an obstacle or a slit. It is defined
as the bending of waves around the corners of an obstacle or aperture into the region of geometrical shadow
of the obstacle. In classical physics, the diffraction phenomenon is described as the interference of waves
according to the Huygensâ€“Fresnel principle that treats each point ...
Diffraction - Wikipedia
RECURRING SCIENCE MISCONCEPTIONS IN K-6 TEXTBOOKS William J. Beaty 3/1995 WARNING: This
file is currently being written, edited, corrected, etc. It does still contain some mistakes of its own. I placed it
online as a sort of 'trial by fire' in order to hear readers' responses so I could target weak or unclear sections
for improvement.
BAD PHYSICS: Misconceptions spread by K-6 Grade School
Abstract The hydrodynamical forces in horizontal direction and moments in longitudinal direction acting on
the two dimensional body with Lewis-form section are obtained by Grim's theory in the case of swaying and
rolling oscillation and in the case restrained among waves. Results of numerieal calculations, i.e . virtual
mass "m", damping amplitude ratio A, and their lever of swaying ...
Kinya Tamura. the Calculation of Hydrodynamical Forces and
Waste Heat as a Contributor to Observed Warming January 9th, 2013 by Roy W. Spencer, Ph. D.
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